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C. Austin Fitts: Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to The Solari
Report. We have an amazing report for you this evening. On
August 1st, which is Swiss National Day, I got to do something
that I’ve wanted to do for a long time, and that is to meet Dr.
Katherine Horton, who – as you will know by the end of this
discussion – is an extraordinary, and special, unique person.
We had a long lunch, and a cruise around Lake Zurich, followed
by a dinner with a colleague. The whole day was discussion,
discussion, discussion. Dr. Horton is a physicist. She has a
degree in physics and particle physics from Oxford. She has
worked as a physicist on two particle colliders – at DESY in
Hamburg, and at CERN in Geneva. She has taught nuclear
physics and particle physics at Oxford as well as being a
research fellow at Oxford.
In 2011 she attracted the kind of harassment that is known as
‘targeting’ or becoming a targeted individual. What a mistake
they made when they involved Dr. Horton in this phenomenon
because she has used her skills at both science and systems
analysis to help the people who have experienced this
phenomenon begin to understand it in very scientific ways and
start to organize and figure out what to do about it.
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That is important because I think that these are technologies and
networks that are impacting all of us – whether we realize it or not.
I always say that in America, there are 325 million targeted individuals
divided into two groups – those who know it and those who don’t
know it. So, her work is extremely relevant to you and to your
investments. Hopefully, we will get into that. What we don’t cover, I
will detail when I talk about privatization. I think that this Solari Report
is going to be very, very good background for my discussion with
Harry Blazer on privatization, which we will publish later in September.
Of course, this is a global phenomenon, and Dr. Horton has
experienced it in the United Kingdom and in Europe, but she has
networked with targeted individuals all over the world. She is
phenomenally knowledgeable about it, and I really appreciate her
taking the time to do this for us.
Dr. Horton, thank you for joining us on The Solari Report.
Dr. Katherine Horton: Thank you, Catherine. I am very honored to
be able to speak to you and to address your audience. I will do my best
to make it worth their while.
Fitts: I’m sure, but before we dive into the topic, do you have
anything else that you want to add about your background or the work
that you are doing? Maybe you could briefly introduce your website
and your show.
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Horton: As you accurately described, I am a high energy physicist. I
worked most of the time at Oxford, even when I was posted out at
CERN. I got in this targeting, and originally thought it started in 2011.
However, the investigation over the last couple of months revealed to
me that, most likely, I ended up in this program as an undergraduate at
Oxford. I can explain how I came to this conclusion, but I have an
even longer background, which is relevant to the investigation and to
the people who are listening. My family and I are originally from
Transylvania, which is the German-Hungarian part of Romania that
belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It used to be Hungary until
the end of World War I.
I grew up in the communist system in Romania because our territory
was carved off and given to Romania. As a child, I had already
witnessed harassment by the Securitate.
I always say, “I’ve seen this movie before.” A lot of the methods that
MI-5 applied to me overtly in 2011, I had already seen. So, I knew
where this whole thing was going and how it starts. So, this was a huge
help, but it is also interesting for your listeners because it shows that
these programs were already global a long time ago. It’s not just
COINTELPRO in the 1960’s and 1970’s, but it was also the East
German Stasi that used these methods. They were the same methods
used throughout the entire communist block – the Eastern bloc. Also,
the same methods have been exported by the CIA worldwide to
Vietnam, and South Korea, and other places.
This problem really brings us together.
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Fitts: It’s very global. I’ve done a lot of studying of the technologies
for these kinds of purposes – both torture and harassment that the
Nazis developed and then were integrated by the CIA into the
American military and intelligence establishment. There is an enormous
amount of technology-sharing going on and collaboration globally on
these issues.
Horton: Absolutely. I think that one element that was new to me –
and I only really twigged it the last couple of months – is that these
programs have been generational for a long time. In other words, these
programs sometimes load an entire family and follow them. So, they
follow the victims, then their children, and then their grandchildren. I
suspect that these are also long-term studies – social science studies,
and maybe even human experimentation and biological/medical
studies.
Actually, another thing that is very important for all the people who are
interested in this is that, at least in Europe, it seems to tie in with
people who have been victims and in the end find out that their father
was a prisoner of war, or maybe even in a concentration camp.
At some point I discovered that there is a book about the involvement
of IBM in the holocaust and how IBM has been using punch cardbased databases and computer systems to assist the entire operation.
What I am seeing is that children of people who would have been in
that sort of database are now targets, and there are clearer signals and
indications that this is the case.
I think that what we are waking up to around the world is that with the
gang-stalking and everything that we are going to talk about, is not new.
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The only thing that is really new is that we have woken up to it, and
that if enough people are vocal, the internet is a centralized mechanism
that is very close to the speed of light. The signals travel so fast, so we
can outrun the criminals for the first time in history. We can spread the
news.
Right now, I’m in Zurich, and we are spreading the news around the
world. They have absolutely no way of putting the fires out. That is
really what is novel.
Fitts: That is why critical mass is so important here, and intelligence
is so important. I think that is what you are doing. You are applying
systems analysis to understanding what is going on so that everybody
in the network becomes exponentially more intelligent in their ability to
deal with what the phenomena that they are experiencing is.
Horton: Absolutely. One thing that I would really like to ask your
audience to do, because your audience is highly-educated and has an
understanding of finance and access to the financial system and
everything that is happening; we are at the point now where I have
really pulled all the information from the victims themselves, and I am
personally looking for assistance in investigating the companies and the
money flows that have led to, what I can only describe as a global
holocaust. This is affecting us all, but I think that we all need to put
our expertise and professional backgrounds to work here to really find
out which companies are involved, who is owning them, how they can
be made to stop, and so on.
That is one of the big pleas that I have for your audience, that they
start applying their own expertise and becoming investigators.
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Fitts: It’s so ironic when you mentioned IBM because my
understanding from public reports is that IBM is in charge of the
software for the smart meters that are being installed in every home in
the US.
When I happened to open up the top ten holdings of a socially
responsible investment manager, I am always amazed at how often I see
IBM. So, I couldn’t agree more with you.
Mention again your website and your show.
Horton: My personal website is Stop007.org because this is all James
Bond-based. It’s James Bond technology and James Bond is doing this.
Then I have a second website for an investigative team. It’s called
JointInvestigation.org. That is now in transition, but is a US-European
collaboration to investigate these crimes, and we have been investigating
for a year and a half and have produced incredible insights. For
example, Lockheed Martin is another company that is involved in this
‘big-time’, and my former colleague, Karen Melton-Stewart, is an NSA
whistleblower. She uncovered that Lockheed Martin runs the ‘gangstalking’ in 47 of the 50 states.
Fitts: Why did she believe that it was 47 states?
Horton: She hired a private investigator, so it’s based on the work of
the private investigator. So, my first question was: Which are the three
states that have been spared?
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Basically, the way that I should phrase it is that Lockheed runs it in at
least 47 of the 50 states. I think that this is what was evidenced, and
the last three need to be revealed.
Fitts: I agree with you. There is tremendous need for integration of
the rules and responsibilities, particularly of the big companies that
provide service, support, and products to the intelligence and the
defense community.
Let’s go through some of the critical areas in this phenomenon and
talk in each area about what to do and then we will summarize.
You proposed that we start with gang-stalking. Let’s start with that and
then talk about what it is and how it works. What is gang-stalking?
Horton: Gang-stalking is the very first symptom of being a victim of
the intelligence agencies. What most people first observe is that they
have a sensation of being subtly harassed by strangers they don’t know,
and they may be followed. For example, they would notice that they
would drive somewhere remote, and there is a car following them for
quite a long way, and they find that unusual. Or, there are the same
types of cars parked in front of their drive. Or maybe the cars are
foreign cars – not from the region – parked in front of their house or
on their street nonstop and ever-changing. These are all the symptoms.
What gang-stalking is at heart is a national surveillance network of
every country. Most people don’t know this, but if there was anything
like ‘good national security’ the way that the intelligence agencies do it,
it would always use some sort of decentralized way of keeping track of
people.
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The cheapest way to do that is, not to have a group of trench coat-wearing
agents following one person around; the cheapest way to do it nationwide
is to have local people hired to follow a certain person for a certain
distance, and then they possibly move onto someone else.
This is why it is ‘gang-stalking’. It is organized by a group, and people
don’t tend to see the same face twice. Sometimes they do, but that tends to
be targeted harassment and sensitization.
Gang-stalking is just being under surveillance by the national surveillance
network.
Fitts: I would also say that it’s a type of game of Pokémon because it has
really blossomed with the advent of cell technology. It’s a little like
Pokémon, but a human is the Pokémon.
Horton: Exactly. In fact, we already have evidence and reports about
something called ‘pay stalking’. Pay stalking is something set up by the
intelligence agencies, and it’s a gamification of their work. So, they have
normal people and this includes teenagers and young children, by the way.
So, you have pensioners or children logging into an app on their phone.
They have to take photographs of you to prove that they have been in
your vicinity or photographs of your car, and they get paid a ridiculous
amount of money for this.
I have personal evidence of this having been done to me. I caught one of
these pay stalkers, and he was caught because I was standing outside my
local supermarket, and he came towards me, pointing his phone. He forgot
to turn off his flash, so he literally snapped a photograph in my face.
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He was a young man about 15 years old. I said, “Did you just photograph
me?”
Because he was very young, he got intimidated. I said, “Show me your
images,” and there I was, standing outside of a gray-looking supermarket.
We also have news that they get paid around $50 or $80 per photograph.
Imagine if you are doing this all day long, you can make a living from
this.
Fitts: I was always amazed during the litigation how many of these
people would show up no matter where I went. I used to call them
‘stringers’ because they looked like people who had been compromised
by drugs or were on food stamps and needed under the table cash. I
grew up on the streets of Philadelphia, and these people looked like the
people who once used to work for the Italian mob. Now they work for
the intelligence agencies. It’s all about generating an under the table
income, although for all I know, the intelligence agencies have now
figured out a way to integrate it over the table. Who knows?
It’s quite remarkable, and the speed at which they can group together and
pass things off to each other is remarkable. They can show up anywhere
on notice. You can change your plans, and suddenly someone else shows
up and takes over.
Horton: What most people don’t realize – and I was completely
oblivious to this – is that I thought we had left all this behind when we
left communist Romania and fled to Germany, but I think that what we
all have been oblivious to in humanity is that this sort of surveillance
network has always been around us
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They are there, they are patrolling the high street, patrolling shopping
malls, and are everywhere – even when we are not there.
The only thing that changes is that when we turn up, we become their
newest target. Right now, I have evidence that these people are pretty
much in every single train station, high street, shopping mall, airport, in
large numbers, 24/7.
Fitts: I would say that it’s the biggest job program on the planet.
Horton: It really is. One has to remember that, for example, the East
German Stasi is known to have recruited one in six people, and they
didn’t have that much money. So just imagine what you can do with
trillions of stolen dollars.
Actually, one of the things that I wanted to say towards the
understanding of this is, for example, you mentioned the food stamps.
I remember when I worked temporarily for an asset management fund
in Zurich. To bring home to people how big the food stamps program
has become after the financial crisis in 2008, I plotted the number of
food stamp users. In the end, the big bulge that was generated was the
size of Spain.
At the time it was about 47 million food stamp users (Illustration 1). So,
you have generated an entire country of potential snitches who would
be doing the pay stalking for you.
Illustration 1: The development of food stamp usage according to the website of the US Department of
Agriculture. Plot by Dr. Katherine Horton. The blue line indicates the expectation based on steady-state
economic cycles.
US Department of Agriculture: https://www.fns.usda.gov/pd/supplemental-nutrition-assistanceprogram-snap
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The other thing to note
is that many of these
people get paid by gift
cards. So, they make an
entire living being paid
from gift cards alone. It is
completely anonymous
and completely off the
books. So that is another
thing to investigate.
Fitts: One thing that
you might not appreciate
is the extent to which
bitcoin and the
cryptocurrencies have
helped this network
blossom enormously.

Horton: Oh, that is absolutely true. The other ingredient is that in Europe –
and actually in every country – after 2001 they went through a rapid phase of
expansion. The one that I have published numbers for is MI-5 in the UK.
After 2003, MI-5 requested that their budget be doubled. It was immediately
granted.
What this means in real terms is, according to an article in The Independent and
in The Guardian, they say that MI-5 doubled its budget, the personnel tripled,
and operations quintupled. This is unprecedented.
The image to have in one’s mind is that after 2003 in the UK, in terms of
money, you had two MI-5s because the budget doubled. Regarding personnel,
you suddenly had three MI-5s and MI-5 was not small to start with. In terms
of operations, it was as if we suddenly are dealing with five MI-5s.
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Fitts: The other thing is that when you are using stringers, you are paying a
very small amount per hour. So, you get plenty of financial leverage on it.
The thing that I would say is that the big driver in the United States is when the
budgets are set up, changes to the budget are made so that private corporations
could essentially do completely classified functions and do it without being
subject to FOIA or disclosure. Then the budget for it is now secret, and we’ve
seen a new policy come from the Federal Financial Accounting Standards Board
that says that classified projects do not have to be disclosed, and books can be
‘cooked’ for them ad infinitum.
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-10693001
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/sep/07/911-spy-agencies-expansion
Ernst Fraenkel, The Dual State, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/reviews/capsule-review/
1941-10-01/dual-state

Basically, what you are saying is that the US government can give an infinite
amount of private money to private corporations to do things like this, and it’s
not subject to financial disclosure or any other form of disclosure.
Horton: That is horrific. I think that what it generates is an exact copy of the
Nazi system. The Nazi system was based on a dual state, so certain parts of the
population had certain rights, and if you were part of the Jewish sector of the
population or those socialists who they didn’t like, you had no rights or as good
as no rights. This dual-state setup is what the global crime cartel has been doing
over and over, and that is exactly what it sounds like.
It is extremely dangerous because it leaves a part of the population completely
unfettered. We know that one percent are psychopaths, so these are people
without empathy, without any sensation of remorse, and they can and will do
anything they want.
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Fitts: Most of the people who I dealt with in the gang-stalking when I
was doing the litigation were just tired, scared people who needed the
money. I felt tremendous sympathy for them. There are different groups,
but a lot of the gang-stalking is just meant to intimidate you. We always
have fun with it to the extent that it happens now. It’s like a game of
Pokémon, and two can play.
The key to dealing with it is to understand that it is a big phenomenon, and
the vast majority of it that we deal with is not serious; it’s just surveillance.
I assume I’m under 24/7 surveillance because everybody in America is
under 24/7 surveillance through the NSA. If you look at what they do to
the President, certainly they can do the same to us.
Ernst Fraenkel, The Dual State, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/reviews/capsule-review/1941-10-01/dual-state

Horton: There are two things in regards to the investigation of this. It is
rampant criminality and the second thing is what it’s building up to be.
The first thing that I would like to add on this topic is tax. Tax is
something to look into. I uncovered that in Germany, there is a law called
the Spitzelsteuer , the ‘snitch tax’.
Germany has a top tax rate of 43%, and if you are a registered snitch of
German intel, you pay only 10% tax. That is a huge financial incentive. An
added component, which ties in with what you said about corporations
being able to do anything they want because they don’t even have to
submit any books, the people who are registered snitches don’t even have
to fill out their tax return. So, who would ever know what their real income
really is?
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This will include people who are heads of companies. So, this is a
perfect dual state. In terms of systems analysis, what it leads to is that
the people who would be taking up these sorts of ‘incentives’ are the
most corrupt and venal type of people. So, in terms of systems analysis,
you have a sieving of the population whereby the most corrupt, most
psychopathic members of your society are getting huge monetary
benefits, are getting promoted up, and are given power over the rest of
the population. They are given perfectly free reign with no regulation.
Fitts: Here is what is interesting: It has gone on for so long and in
such size that they don’t know that it’s wrong anymore. They’ve
completely forgotten. They live in a culture where it is the norm.
Let’s talk about what to do. Let’s say that you’ve never experienced this,
and tomorrow you wake up and you head out to the shopping mall, and
suddenly you find yourself being swarmed by stalkers. What do you do?
Horton: The first thing that I would say is to always keep calm and
always have a really big dose of cynicism. What they are aiming for is
the instant intimidation effect and the sensation of being put upon.
What we haven’t yet talked about is that many stalkers will contact
neighbors and your community or colleagues, and they will start slander
campaigns.
I think that the best defense is to be as open as possible about it to your
friends and tell them that you feel like you are being harassed by the
national surveillance or by a group of criminals – emphasizing
criminals, which is very important.
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The second thing is to start photographing the stalkers for the
following reasons: First of all, it’s to generate evidence from the time
that you felt that you were being stalked. Secondly, we will be able to
uncover these stalkers and who they are, and we will be able to find
them. Facial recognition is now going mainstream.
When you are in a situation where, let’s say that you are going to the
shopping mall, and that you feel as if you are being stalked by
somebody, have the courage to take out your mobile phone, start
filming, and as you are filming, describe the situation as if you were
talking to a court. Describe what the offense is, and don’t just film the
stalker. You should, of course, get a close-up, but you should also turn
your camera and film 360 degrees around yourself. When you do the
360, you will catch the other people who are involved because stalkers
never operate alone. There are senior handlers, and there is a certain
set-up in which they operate. When they are especially in your face so
that you notice, it usually means that behind you there is a senior
handler or somebody who is involved, and they pass it back and forth
between them.
They will have eye contact over your shoulder among themselves or
sideways, and to catch them all and to record the evidence it is very
important to do that.
The other thing I would say is to never ever respond to provocation,
never confront them, and do not try to educate them because many of
these people are beyond education. As you pointed out, they are the
simplest of the simple.
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Because most stalking also happens in cars, the main point is to realize
that if you ever end up in this program – and a large fraction of the
population is already on it –they don’t stop. The program is for life;
that is how it is set up and it is also, 24/7.
Many people say, “But why would anybody follow me 24/7?” The
answer is simple. It’s just surveying somebody. You can’t only do it 9 to
5 and then come back tomorrow because, in the meantime, this person
might move to another town. So, you either do it 24/7 or you don’t do
it at all.
This means that you will be followed when you are driving, and that is
why it is very important to get a dashcam. These people will also try to
intimidate you with dangerous driving and similar things.
Fitts: One of the things that is hard for many people to understand is
the economics of this. I’ll use the United States as an example. If you
have these kinds of networks and can haul them out whenever you
want, and you have this kind of intel on every person, then it’s
relatively easy to control the financial markets. It is also relatively easy
to control the Federal credit from which all blessings come, and do it in
a way that keeps many people busy if they are on your payroll as
opposed to irritating you.
You have a job program that keeps a great deal of people loyal to you,
and you have them working in a way that gives you control of the
Federal credit, and through that the financial markets.
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It’s hard to believe that the leadership would pay this much money to
maintain these networks, but in reality, once you dig in and understand
the economics, it makes a lot of sense. Financially it works.
Horton: I guess that we should also say that it’s not the leadership that
pays for this; it’s us.
Fitts: Exactly. We are paying the money that they use to keep a big
portion of the population loyal to them and harassing us.
Let’s turn to ‘Directed Energy Weapons’. That is something that I dealt
with during the litigation, and it is important that we know about it. Tell
us about directed energy weapons. What are they, and how are they used?
Horton: That is a topic that has challenged me as a physicist. At the
very simplest, a directed energy weapon you can imagine as being a
microwave or a microwave weapon. That is using classical microwaves,
and microwaves are just simple electromagnetic waves. The truth is that
if you took the microwave generator out of your microwave – so you
didn’t have the actual chamber around and the metal meshing, but just
the generator – it would be very small and would fit into the palm of
your hand.
If you held it up against a wall, the microwaves pass through the wall
with 50% intensity (Illustration 2). That That means that if you hold it
up to a wall, you can hurt somebody on the other side. If you focus the
microwaves, you can fry them-you can fry their heart-and there would be
no forensic trail leading back to you. There wouldn’t be a bullet hole in
the wall.
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Illustration 2: 50% of microwaves pass through walls. Source:
www.mikrowellenterror.de

That principle alone is
the basis for one of
the most powerful
weapons we have ever
developed as
humanity.
We have the perfect
weapon to commit
perfect murder that
cannot be
investigated.

Microwaves alone, if you crank up the power, can easily shoot through two
or three walls. Microwaves, for example, cause cancer.
That is their default mode. So, if you don’t do anything fancy, you will just
get cancer. If you focus them and bundle them, you can cause heart
attacks, brain damage, strokes, or anything.
When you have this sort of weapon, pertaining to finance, you already have
a covert money-generation machine for big pharma. You could, in
principle, take your little microwave and go around neighborhoods and
radiate neighborhoods and then wait for the cancer to show up, and you’ve
already generated plenty of money.
There is an even nastier form of directed energy weapons. This one is
already insidious because when you are being irradiated with microwaves,
unless the intensity is so high that it burns your skin, you will not know that
you are being irradiated.
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They can, of course, burn your skin and do all sorts of things, but
there is an even more insidious form of directed energy weapon that I
didn’t know existed or know was possible regarding the physics that I
learned, and those are the very fancy directed energy weapons that the
military is using. They seem to be using a sort of novel waveform that I
haven’t met in my entire academic career at Oxford. I’m sure that some
of my colleagues who work for the military or intel know about this,
but I was kept completely in the dark. This is the type of directed
energy weapon that is being applied to me every day and every night.
They are called ‘pulsed energy projectiles’ but what they actually are is a
waveform that can shoot through sheet metal. As I am speaking right
now- I am sitting in a metal garden shed in my study, as odd as that is –
and I have to work in this and also sleep in this because I am being
attacked so intensely because of my work.
When they get going with directed energy weapons, they can shoot
through the metal sides of this metal shed. Inside I have sheets of steel
and sheets of aluminum about 8mm, and they can shoot through that.
I’ve never in my life met anything that can do that, but they can hurt
me inside. They also make loud bangs. These sorts of weapons are
something that most people, including most normal scientists, are
absolutely unprepared for. They are being used in the neighborhoods
by organized crime cartels.
Fitts: I was convinced when I lived in Washington that they used,
what I called, ‘electromagnetic weaponry’ at the time. It was bizarre. I
tried on three different occasions –
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– to hire three private investigation firms in the Washington area
who had extensive intelligence experience, and all three of them
came back and said, “It’s too dangerous. We want nothing to do
with you.”
Then I discovered several things: One of them said to me, “Don’t
worry about the energy weapons; worry about low-grade biological
warfare.” I lived in a brick house, and he said, “They’re going to
drill holes in the wall, and are going to use low-grade biological
weapons against you,” which, in fact, did happen. One of the
reasons I left Washington is because I had the flu for a year and a
half straight. It was so unnatural that I just said, “I’m out of here.”
We discovered holes in the walls a couple of months later. There
were all sorts of stories that I could tell you about the ‘directed
energy weapons’ or whatever they were using on us. But the one
thing that I discovered was, while networking with people who
were experiencing this around the United States, that landlords who
had tenants who were getting HUD-assisted vouchers and, if the
person became sick and had to be moved to assisted living, they
could approximately triple the profits. So, you had the real estate
industry using these to, either get people out in rent-controlled
places, or to move them to much more profitable arrangements if
they became weaker, disabled, or sick.
The use of this weaponry had really spread to different industries
and organized crime. It had a very low price point.
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Horton: That is so shocking! The one thing I would like to add to
that is that the real estate market traditionally is one that the mafia and
the mafia-like organizations and organized crime are operating in
because they can launder big chunks of money by flipping homes.
This ties into everything that I have heard as well, and it is also the case
that they are recruiting neighbors to place these weapons, and some
neighbors know that they are harming you. Some neighbors are told,
“Oh, this is just a surveillance camera,” or something like that.
The shocking thing is that these directed energy weapons, as I already
explained, are simple microwave weapons that fit into your hand. They
can fit into handbags or backpacks. There is also one expert who
contacted me, and there is indication that the directed energy weapons
are being fitted into cars.
I have been attacked countless times from cars on the motorway. In
fact, I get attacked almost every time I drive. This expert said that they
found plans for the antenna systems already being put into the cars.
But it doesn’t matter, because once we know what to look for, we
know who to charge the damages to.
The other thing is that mobile phones, for example, have antenna
systems that are much more powerful than most people understand.
Many victims will report that they have people pointing mobile phones
at them, and they are experiencing symptoms of directed energy
weapon attacks.
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Fitts: So, what do you do if you think you are dealing with directed
energy attacks?
Horton: The first thing is shielding – as much as possible.
The one thing that I forgot to mention are sonic weapons. They are
based on vibrations, so they are vibrational weapons - sometimes even
ground vibrations. In principle, shielding protects you.
For electromagnetic weapons, when you are using metal foil, it reflects
them. This is the simple directed energy weapons. Many victims would
experience burning.
For example, recently I was sitting in my dining room. At some point, I
got up and went to the bathroom. I saw in the mirror that my face was
completely burned as if I had a sunburn, but I had been indoors for
two days.
What that was was a microwave weapon burning me, and that can be
blocked out by just one layer of metal foil – such as aluminum foil, the
simple baking foil that you would use in the kitchen, because it reflects
the radiation.
If you are being attacked with directed energy weapons, be very careful
that you don’t reflect it back onto your children, or any young babies,
or anyone like that. The shielding should ideally be reflecting it back to
the source.
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The other thing is that when it’s a very intense directed energy weapon,
you might need several layers of metal foil. Copper foil also works, but it
is really expensive. So, I always recommend aluminum foil. To protect
yourself from directed energy, if they are shooting at one of your limbs,
your heart, or your knees – which they do very often – you sometimes
need six to eight layers to just stop these pulses. I would say that when
you are being attacked, the very first thing that you should do is just to
leave the locality. Get the ‘hell out of there’ and go somewhere else.
That is the first thing. If you cannot do it because you are being attacked
in your home, as many people are, then you have to learn how to shield.
Protect your head first, then your heart, and then organs, and then
appendages like knees.
I’m sorry to say, but in my case, for long stretches during the day I have to
run around with my head wrapped in metal foil or my entire chest. I do
look like Lady Gaga on one of her fancy performances, but I can also
hear the shots on the aluminum.
When you are being pulsed, you can sometimes see a little fine shot, and
they bounce off metal.
If the attacks are very tough, then I would recommend using baking trays
or pots and pans just to protect yourself.
Another thing is that Faraday cages have been recommended many times.
For directed energy weapons, Faraday cages – the ones that people can
buy that look like netting that you would have for insects that you put
around your bed or baby cot – are, sadly, as good as useless against
directed energy weapons.
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Only sheet steel is the way to really handle this. It’s shocking.
One thing that I want to say is that I found a market analysis. The
market for directed energy weapons in 2016 was $8 billion, but it is said
to quintuple by 2023 to $43 billion. The really horrific aspect of this is
that directed energy weapons were developed in the 1940’s. They have
been around for 70 years. So why is this market booming right now?
That is something to think about.
Fitts: I think that it comes down to more people and less resources
and the need for control as well as the technology simply being
available. Once you punch through the kind of internal financial
controls that we have punched through, there is $50 trillion available for
people to do whatever they want.
There has been a steady breakdown of both the financial laws and the
laws related to this kind of behavior. I think it’s a progression, and now
we are going up the S-curve.
Let me bring up one other thing in this category, and that is Wi-Fi.
When I’m at home, everything is done through hard wire. I do nothing
through Wi-Fi. I also keep my cell phone in the car; I don’t bring it in
the house.
Tell us a little about why we should be careful about Wi-Fi.
Horton: Wi-Fi is a key ingredient in indoor surveillance. Wi-Fi is
nonstop radiation. As we are moving about our homes, we are reflecting
this Wi-Fi.
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So, if there are any covert sensors or any other cunning tricks, they can
see us live in 3D in our own homes 24/7. I have only recently found
out how powerful that is.
Directed Energy Weapons Global Market Outlook (2017-2023), https://www.reportbuyer.com/product/
5015405/directed-energy-weapons-dew-global-market-outlook-2017-2023.html

Wi-Fi, in general, is hugely damaging. It is exactly the sort of frequency
that the microwave oven would use. It is 100% carcinogenic. What
many people don’t know is that the Wi-Fi router is emitting a power
level that is so incredibly high that most of my measuring devices
cannot measure these high levels.
I have three professional measuring devices, and they are all maxed out
by the Wi-Fi router. Essentially, our Wi-Fi is radiating higher than the
local cell tower would be.
To give you an idea, I would say that the units in microwatts per square
meter (don’t worry about what it means now)-a professional told me
that inside a Swiss home, 100 μW/m2 (microwatts per square meter) is
what is acceptable. Anything 100 μW/m2 or under is acceptable.
What my Wi-Fi router is emitting is far above 2,000 μW/m2 . I called
him in when I first started being attacked, and he went around the
house. He saw that the entire radiation environment in my house was
going up to 2,000 μW/m2 and above. He was measuring the devices
maxing out at that point, and it went up every ten seconds. It was
pumping up to that high level.
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He immediately went outside and checked the local mobile phone towers, and he
said, “You know, your local mobile phone towers are also a bit high.” He said, “It is
800 μW/m2, and it should be 600 μW/m2 or less when it reaches your home. But
when he saw the 2,000 μW/m2, he said, “I’ve never ever seen anything like that
before,” and he was in shock.
I also discovered that the normal Wi-Fi-router would emit that anyway. So that
applies to the Wi-Fi router and also to your mobile phone. So mobile phones emit
the frequency range of 800-900 MHz (megahertz), and Wi-Fi and the land line are
around 2.4 GHz (gigahertz), depending on what is being used.
Dr. Barrie Trower, UK microwave weapon expert, Wi-Fi, Microwaves and Consequences to our Health,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z99_SzoXZdY
(1) EMFields Acousticom 2, (2) Gigahertz Solutions HF 35C, (3) Aaronia HF-4040

When we are talking about Wi-Fi, I completely agree. In fact, I went back
to everything wired. I even got rid of my cordless telephone. I have an old
granddad telephone with big dials. That is the only one that I could get
with a cord. I measured the cordless telephone, and that, too, was emitting
at extremely high-intensity.
Another reason, apart from the health effects of this, is what many people
don’t know and that is they may have covert body implants. Wi-Fi can be
used to remote control those body implants and give people pain and
other weird symptoms.
Fitts: Let’s turn to implants, which is arguably the most gruesome of the
areas we need to cover, but it is important because I believe that it is much
more common than anyone could imagine. It’s very hard for people to
understand how that could be so, but let’s dive in.
What is an implant, and how does it work?
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Horton: There is a very large number of implants, but the most
common implant that people have that is now being talked about in the
media is a radio-frequency implant. They are RFID implants or other
similar things. These are little microchips that are emitting and
receiving radio-frequency.
VeriChip is one of them. The images that are typically shown online
are that of a little capsule about the size of a grain of rice, and you can
see a little coil inside (Illustration 3). That technology is antediluvian. I
think it must be from the 1960’s or sometime because modern implants
are much smaller (Illustration 4). These days, they can also use other
things, but to this day, radiofrequency implants are still used.
Illustration 3: Outdated RFID

Illustration 4: Modern RFID implant.

When they are using them-when they take a human being and implant themthey put in, not just one chip – which is what the entire VeriChip
programming and advertising is trying to tell you – but about a dozen chips at
least. It’s called a ‘body area network’.
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These RFID chips consist of a very powerful emitter, typically at the top of
the head, the back of the head, or the neck. Sometimes it is in other places,
but this is the most common point. That big emitter would be communicating
with your Wi-Fi unit. Then you would have a distributed network throughout
your entire body, covering the limbs and covering typically, at least six on the
head or even more.
These implants communicate among each other, and they can give you
physical symptoms, and can also read out your biodata. So, pulse is easily read
among a host of other things. This is just box-standard implants.
What many people actually have are two other very common types: Number
one, there is an ear implant. I would say that anybody – and I’m really going
out on a limb, but I’m pretty sure about this – who is hearing voices has an ear
implant. It has nothing to do with schizophrenia. I think that is total made-up
nonsense.
What we found is that almost everybody has these ear implants, and you can
measure that using a bug detector. You can find these RFID implants using a
bug detector, and there are videos on how to do that. But those people who
are hearing voices also have these RFID emissions coming out from the ears –
and we are talking megahertz emissions, almost like a mobile phone
communication device.
Once you have these ear implants, you can be sent voices that are broadcast
into your ear canal and into your head. Sometimes there is also bone
conduction behind the ear, and you would hear voices in your ear canal in your
head, typically 24/7. You would wake up with them, and would go to bed with
them. It’s a type of disintegration program that the East German Stasi was
using.
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Fitts: I knew a person who was formerly very high up in covert
operations at the CIA in the 1990’s trying to persuade me that the
nanoparticles in the global spraying, as we breathed them in and digested
them, would form an organic chip in our body. The implication was that
they would also work as a receiver.
Horton: I think they do, although I think that that sort of selfassembly is a bit hap-hazard. So, these chips could be used to form a
distributed chip network in the brain if they pass the blood-brain barrier
or elsewhere in your organs if they get stuck and send signals left and
right. But that type of chip would not be viable to send targeted
information because these audio l] chips have to have an antenna and
voice conversion units and so on.
What I found is that the victims who I looked at who had ‘voice to skull’
technology, which the military has been using forever, typically have
scars behind their ear or in the area around the ear.
Fitts: One of my theories is that the big scanners at the airports are
used because they needed a feedback loop to calibrate the system, and
that is part of the feedback loop that they are using to test these various
implants.
Horton: I think so, and I actually ‘fell out of my chair’ when I heard
you say that on one of your shows. You mentioned that the airport
scanners can also be used to measure the chipping in a population. I
absolutely think that is what it is.
Fitts: What do we do about the chips? How do we handle that?
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Horton: This is very difficult because, to this day, it is extremely
difficult to get a surgeon to take them out. That is because the
intelligence agencies lean on them. You can get a surgeon to take it out
as long as they are completely oblivious as to what is being taken out.
Victims have to use the trick of saying, “I’ve got a cyst or lipoma or a
calcification,” because that is how it shows up on the scan. If they are
genuinely honest and not cartel insiders, that is what they would read
them as because they have no idea what is going on here.
The cartel insiders would also call it the same, but they would pretend
that it is harmless and nothing to worry about.
The pattern is that as soon as a surgeon takes out an implant and
recognizes that this is military technology, they will never, ever want to
operate on you again. This is what I have heard from all the victims. As
soon as they figure out what is happening, they will start lying, and will
do anything to get you out the door.
Here in Europe, my colleague and I are working with a university in
Belgium to set up scanning in a Faraday room to really find these chip
implants. This is something that we’ve been doing for a while. We’ve
been working with the university throughout the last year, and we already
have two chip scanning’s that showed the radio-frequency emissions
from all the people who turned up, and no emissions from our test
group.
At the moment, the first step to take is to find out if you have implants
or not. As I said, the RFID chips can be measured with a bug detector.
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If you have voice-to-skull, prepare yourself for the fact that you just have
an ear implant. Please don’t waste money on psychiatrists. I have such an
ire for this pseudoscience.
Fitts: Here is another one. One of the things I always feel terrible about
is watching people who have been diagnosed as having tinnitus begin
taking drugs and doing all sorts of ridiculous things, not understanding
that it may not be them. The noise you are hearing may be real noise.
Horton: Actually, tinnitus is the first harassment that they make, and I
think that tinnitus is almost calibrating your ear chip and how you react to
that.
I would say to get yourself a bug detector. I had success with the one
listed on my website on the equipment list because it has a very broad
range . First of all, check to see that it’s not an implant. Then try all the
alternative remedies.
I actually wanted to mention one implant that is super-important because
it is being used to ‘freak people out’, and it’s very close to my heart. It’s the
eye implants, and they can be detected using a simple $10 ultraviolet light
torch.
People who have pets know these torches because it emits ultraviolet light
or black light, and you can see if your pet urinated on the carpet using this
ultraviolet light torch. They are very, very cheap. If you have an eye
implant, it looks like a very, very thin flexible crystal layer that has been
placed on the iris and pupil of your eye, and it sticks to the transparent bit
of your eye.
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https://stop007.org/home/equipment-detection/

This crystal layer is perfectly transparent to you, but it can be used to
play movies and show you patterns or show you very high-definition
movies. It’s like a little LCD screen planted on your eyeball.
Many people have them without knowing. If you are using an ultraviolet
torch, you can shine light on this crystal, and it should reflect back in
purple, or turquoise, or green, or some other very unnatural color
(Illustration 5 and 6). The reason it does that is because our natural eyes
should be as good as transparent. This crystal structure and the
ultraviolet is reflecting light different than organic matter. So, you can
see that you have this eye implant, and it’s actually called ‘the Eye of
Horus effect’ because suddenly your eyeball reflects back red or
turquoise.

Illustration 5: Eye implant under
visible light.

Illustration 6: Eye implant under UV light.
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What these implants are being used for – using very sophisticated virtual
reality technology, and also the software that was recently advertised ,
which can make objects appear or disappear in livestream video – is to
show images that your eye and your brain think are in the room or
maybe on an object like the table or the floor that are not there; they are
just a projection . Many victims are being ‘freaked out’ because they are
shown anything that the intelligence agencies can dream up – dead
bodies, rattlesnakes, big spiders, and things like that.
If you experience any of this weirdness, please check yourself for an eye
implant for less than $10.
Fitts: Let’s turn to neurotechnology.
Horton: That is a ‘can of worms’! Neurotechnology – and I think that
most people listening to this, by now, are totally overloaded. I will go
through neurotechnology in a forceful gallop here.
Neurotechnology is, as far as I can tell, what we have been discussing
already. It is the implants, but now they are applied to the brain. So, the
aim of the neurotechnology is to control your neurological function
down to a very fine level. This could be controlling your thoughts, your
emotions, your decisions, what you are thinking about, what you can
think about, what would occur to you, and how you would react.
As anybody can see, if you can achieve that – if you could really
neurotech a person like that – then you have them totally under control.
So, neurotechnology is the premium brand of implants. It is the most
valuable aspect.
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To understand neurotechnology bottom-up, I would like to start with a
simple microwave beam. The microwave weapon expert, Dr. Barrie
Trower, explains that you can shoot a pencil beam into the brain of the
person and stimulate glands that would make them instantly aggressive
or produce other instant emotions. That is really easy to understand.
When you have neurotechnology where you have a distributed set of
implants under the scalp on the skull, you can read a remote EEG
[59:21]. If you have a distributed self-assembling set of chips inside the
brain, you can start creating electromagnetic fields between these chips,
and can stimulate separate parts of the brain.
The exact fine details of neurotechnology are very, very complex, and
I’m still missing a number of patents to figure out what is really
happening. But from what I have observed and what victims have told
me, they can use neurotechnology to change your moods in an instant.
For example, one things that they tried to do to me – and it was totally
ridiculous – is: I would be driving along, happy as a lark, and suddenly,
out of nowhere, I would have this urge to burst into tears and turn
around and go back home.
So that is typically neurotechnology.
Fitts: During the litigation, I had an incident where I was driving, and
for absolutely no reason I went from being in a perfectly normal, happy
mood to simply wild anger and rage. It lasted for about three minutes
until I realized, “Wait a minute. This is not me, and it’s not natural, and
it’s certainly not me driving through a morphogenetic field full of deer
who are angry. This is satellite-based.”
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I figured out a way to beat it. Then the next thing I knew I had real problems with
invisible energy shifting and hitting the car. It was literally, physically, putting me in
risk of a car accident. That is when I decided that I was going to take a break and
have dinner.
Dr. Barrie Trower, Microwave Directed Energy Weapons (ICAACT), at 6:45min: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRw1-kG04h8

Horton: What you described with the car, it depends on if there is a car
ahead of you, but I know that the company, Diehl &
Rheinmetall_________, [1:01:20] is generating a type of electromagnetic
weapon they can fire from a car ahead of you on the motorway
(Illustration 7 and 8). But one thing they don’t say is that if you have head
chips, they can just beam an electromagnetic wave at you, and can also
change your state of mind.

Illustration 8: Briefcase-sized Directed Energy
Weapon advertised by German arms
manufacturer Diehl.
Illustration 7: German arms manufacturer Diehl
advertising Directed Energy Weapons to be
used against cars.

Diehl microwave weapon adverts are
posted on Dr. Reinhard Munzert's site
https://http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/
bildergalerie/index.htm
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Fitts: In 2000 I had a bicycle accident. I was riding in Hickory Valley.
There was a car and a man standing where nobody ever is. It’s a very
rural area, and no car ever parks there, and nobody ever stands there.
Suddenly, my bicycle wheel did a 90-degree flip, and I was going rather
fast. Of course, I came down, and ended up in bed with a concussion
for a week, but I lived.
There was someone else involved in the litigation who was killed in a
bicycle accident, and there is an entire history of bicycle accidents. So, I
have no idea what that was, but I know it was something that was
causing it.
Horton: That is shockingly easy to do. Most bicycles have an inner rim
on the bicycle that is metal, so you can fire a very high-energy pulse. I
can tell you these electromagnetic pulses that are this novel waveform
have so much momentum in them, and you really feel it.
I have shielding panels that I have to hold above myself when I am
trying to go to bed, and if they really start up the machine guns, it feels
as though I’m being shot at with tennis balls.
If they aim at the rim – which they can do using laser-guided technology
whereby they can fire shots at the speed of light – they can do exactly
what you just described.
Fitts: You see bicycle accidents, and you see a great deal of skiing
accidents, which are happening on the ski slopes as well.
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Horton: It’s actually very relevant for people in Switzerland.
Fitts: When I was in Sofia, Bulgaria someone sent me a video of a
brain scientist giving a lecture at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory on
weaponizing neurological technologies. The whole thing was so crazy.
What was frightening was, not that he gave the lecture, but that they
recorded it and put it on the internet for the public.
Horton: Is that James Giordano?
Fitts: Yes.
Horton: We discussed his presentation on the show and it’s
shocking. He also talks about drone-delivered directed-energy
weapons.
Fitts: Once drones are approved for civil and military aviation on a
broad scale, the drone that is delivering a package can also do a lot of
other things. Although I would say this: Area 51 was testing bird
drones in the 1970’s, so I think that the drone technology in use is far
beyond what people realize.
Let’s turn to one of my favorites, ‘asset stripping’. This is one I’ve
dealt with a great deal and we are just going to gallop through it.
Describe what asset stripping is.
Dr. James Giordano, Brain Science From Bench to Battlefield: The Realities and Risks
of Neuroweapons, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUtQbriWt64
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Horton: Asset stripping is applied by the intelligence agencies. It is an
all-enveloping program of financial destruction. By the way, in finance,
people are already familiar with the term, ‘One Bank’. In terms of the
intelligence agencies, I always talk about the ‘One Agency’ because
they’ve gone through the same process of monopolization that
generated the ‘One Bank’.
When the One Agency, which I believe is owned by the One Bank ,
wants to destroy you, they will try to make you lose your job, which
they can do by leaning on your employer or approaching your
employer with some made-up, slanderous lies. But then they would also
start using that company – cartel companies, and most of the credit
card companies, and places like PayPal – and would start throwing
problems in your path.
I was at a very important meeting, and my credit card stopped working.
It was clear that it was harassment because the credit card just stopped
working at three petrol stations. Eventually, when I got my camera out
and was filming how the credit card wasn’t working, it started working
again.
Things like that would happen over and over again, and there are many,
many ways that you can be asset-stripped. There is a very simple assetstripping, which is when they break into your home and steal valuable
possessions or steal money. That is, to some extent, the classic way of
getting your things and doing asset-stripping.
There are more sophisticated forms of asset-stripping. For example, if
you lose your job because they were leaning on your employer, you
might sell a house that you own.
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What they can do is press down the market value of the house. You will
suddenly realize that there are no buyers, and the price keeps going lower
and lower. That is a very sophisticated way of asset-stripping, but they
have an entire pulse of what they can do.
Jeff Nielson, The Mystery of the One Bank: its Owners?, https://www.sprottmoney.com/
blog/the-mystery-of-the-one-bank-its-owners-jeff-nielson.html

Fitts: Right and it is quite extraordinary. Let’s talk now about intel
criminality.
Horton: That is really the overarching topic here, and what this is all
about. We start off thinking about intelligence agencies as anti-terror
units and organizations tasked with protecting national security and so
on, and then, eventually, we come across crime and say, “Oh, these people
have gone rogue.”
By now I think that the intelligence agencies were always organized crime
from day one. The reason I think that is actually tying in with systems
analysis and other topics that I want to talk about, and it’s very simple.
Most of our organizations are pyramid organizations throughout the
world. This means that they taper towards the top.
When you are thinking about promotions and thinking about the
existence of psychopaths, which make up 1% of the population, you very
quickly figure out that if an empty post is coming up, then somebody
who is very ruthless would get one up on you and would get the post.
Using this method alone, when you are assimilating a permanent
organization, you will realize that it’s like a sieving system: The higher you
get, the more psychopathic these organizations become.
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Added to that is the effect that organized crime has one very big
difference from normal companies of the same size and revenue. The
big advantage is that it doesn’t pay tax. That means that it is growing
every year by the percentage, which is the tax that other businesses pay.
If you have these two phenomena in mind, what you will end up with
– if you run the entire systems analysis – is that organized crime will
always grow at a faster rate than a normal business of comparable size.
So, if you run an economy for 100 years or longer, you will end up
with the biggest pools of money being held by organized crime.
They have to put this money somewhere. They have to invest it and
launder it, so they will start buying out normal companies. Before long,
you will end up in a society where your biggest companies are all
owned by organized crime.
Fitts: Actually, if you look at systems analysis, there is only one way
to beat it, and that is with transparency. What you will find is that the
average citizen will not do business with a criminal if they can see
them. The beauty of the way that they have engineered the financial
system is so that no one can see the criminal.
I believe it really is a systems problem. You have a systems problem
where the crime that pays is the crime that stays, and as long as you can
get a ‘ready buddy’ to pretend that it’s not happening – which is where
the mind control comes in – the crime is just going to get worse and
worse and worse.
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Horton: Absolutely, and there is another effect that you can use once
you have transparency. I call it a ‘system judo effect’. In judo you use
the inertia of your opponent who may be larger than you to bring
them to a fall. The way that you can do systems judo on a corrupted,
large system is you implement transparency at all scales. Given that the
very high scale is always psychopathic, you will have the psychopaths
turning on each other.
Once they have transparency, they have the permission to put a dagger
into their competitor’s back. So, the problem somewhat solves itself
using the psychopaths in the system.
Fitts: My favorite story in the bible is Gideon in the Old Testament.
It’s in Judges, chapters six through nine. I call it the Midianites and the
Midianites kill each other.
When we published stories about the missing money, we would publish
something, and there would suddenly be a fight. My colleagues would
say, “What’s that?”
I would say, “They just discovered how much they helped steal, and
now everybody wants a bigger bonus.”
The Midianite story is up and running, which brings me to ‘Secret
Societies’. Secret societies are a part of this, and to a certain extent,
what they have done is taken centuries of secret societies and
intelligence and put an infinite amount of government money behind
it and it blossomed into what we are dealing with now.
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Is there anything that you wanted to add on secret societies?
Horton: Yes, and people need to realize how secret societies are all
around us – absolutely everywhere, in every community, and every city
of the world. Secret societies have a secret language. I call it the
‘gangster language’ or the ‘insider language’. The symbols that certain
secret societies use are now everywhere. The all-seeing eye, for
example, is a mafia symbol. It’s all this type of thing.
Secret societies are the oldest form of the dual state. Secret societies
started off organizing the men in society into hierarchies that were
paralleled to the public society. So, in public you might have public
courts, and the public police, and public government, but when the
men (our members) of an all-male club are all friends with each other,
they can do each other favors. So, if someone had difficulties with the
tax office or the police, but they were in a secret society, they would be
let off the hook by these people.
Again, that is the dual state system. It’s so successful and it’s why secret
societies have been booming for centuries.
Fitts: That is true and I have a few more points that I want to bring
up.
Let’s move on to genocide because, clearly if you look at the multiple
pressures that are underway, certainly in the G7 nations, it does appears
as though there is a desire to either reduce the population, or certainly
reduce it from what it would be otherwise.
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Horton: Absolutely, and this is the most shocking aspect. It’s because
there is an element of planned genocide that we need to take all the
other topics more seriously. The gang-stalking is not just surveillance; it
is actually building up to this genocide. Directed energy weapons are
given to the gang-stalkers as well. The implants can be used to kill or
severely cripple and disable, and the neurotech can be used to turn
people into killers.
All this feeds into the topic of genocide, and I think that it was Deborah
Tavares who publicized the existence of entire genocide treaties from the
early 20th century. So, it looks like our governments – or rather the
organized crime cartel that are masquerading as governments – have
been making nice public plans to kill us at regular intervals. Ostensibly,
they always justify it with things like ‘sustainability’, which by the way is a
code word for ‘genocide’. So everywhere that you see ‘sustainable’, that is
a cue to think, “That means killing us off.”
Ostensibly, they use genocide to create a society where humans don’t just
proliferate, and it’s not overcrowded, and overpopulated, and we can
protect nature and so on. That is just one big, fat lie and that is not the
actual incentive.
As a systems analyst, I think the real incentive of why they need the
genocide right now - and there is one plan to be completed in the next
60-70 years – is because of the internet. It is because the old system of
secret societies, of targeted murder and covert operations, is now
creaking and is about to collapse. It is about to implode. The rate at
which people are waking up is something that this global crime cartel –
that some say has been with us since the last ice age – has never, ever
experienced that before.
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Fitts: The way that I would say it is that our conscious human
population is much more powerful than we currently understand, but
the leadership understands that. There is real concern about how you
continue to keep the current system going in the face of that kind of
increased consciousness.
Deborah Tavares, Genocide Treaty, https://youtu.be/rKEGUKvo4vk

Horton: Actually, there is one very important systems analysis study
based on Game Theory, and the real authors are covert, but I suspect
that the generation’s math genius, John Nash, is behind it. It’s the
power transition model that was passed to the World Bank by the
Naval War College. That says that we will shut down the banking cartel
and its criminality is at a 95% confidence level . I think that is the
most encouraging aspect.
When I try to understand it – sadly I’m not a math genius – I have to
use simple methods and simple back-of-the-envelope calculations. I
believe what brings about this change is the nonlinearity of networks.
Your listeners, who are now absorbing the information that we give
them- and information comes from Zurich to them, possibly across
the globe – if they pass it on to friends and family, they will kick off a
non-linear spread of information that can go viral within moments.
This is something that they cannot handle.
I always say that they are the new world order, and we are the post new
world order.
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Fitts: Let me bring up several other points that I want to touch on.
Seventy percent of the targeted individuals, from what we can tell, are
women. I have a theory on why that is so, but maybe you could
describe the profile of who gets targeted and why you think they do.
Horton: The 70% is a number that I quote, and it’s from Dr. John
Hall, who has been analyzing this phenomenon of targeting for much
longer than I have. I have also been approached by people who have
said, “Look, there is a large uncertainty on this number because a lot
of the men get killed covertly, so they are not there to show up in the
statistics.” But from my personal experience of how many women
approach me but-there is a caveat that maybe men are much shyer-I
still think the women are being targeted much more and much more
viciously than the men. That is absolutely true and they usually get
mutilated using these weapons.
Karen Hudes, former General Counsel to the World Bank, public reporting, p.3-4,

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt3.6.18.pdf
Ronald L. Tammen et.al., Power Transitions: Strategies for the 21st Century, ISBN-10:
1889119431
Karen Hudes' summary of the Power Transition Model,
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/sentia+model.pdf
Mark Abdollahian et.al., Senturion - A Predictive Political Simulation Model,
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a454175.pdf

I personally think that there are at least two reasons. First, the entire
crime cartel is originally a mafia. Partially, they are related to the Italian
mafia, but they are a global mafia, and their main business has always
been casinos and brothels. They are very big in human sex trafficking.
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The sex trafficking of women has a higher market value than the sex
trafficking of men, which also occurs. That is one reason. When they
put women into these targeting programs, they want to make as much
money as they possibly can.
An FBI agent confirmed to my former colleague, Dr. Millicent Black,
that there is a huge market of covert –as in using surveillance – porn
where they are trafficking people above 60, 70, and 80. It is absolutely
horrific sex-based crime sex trafficking that is behind it.
I suspect the second reason is that women always talk. We are very
talkative people, and we are kicking off exactly the sort of non-linear
network effect that is bringing down the crime cartel. We tell the entire
town within a day, and maybe they hate that.
Fitts: One thing that I will say is that the most formidable political
phenomena that the centralizers have ever run into is mothers’ love.
Women are much harder to buy when it comes to betraying other
humans or certainly their children. You see much effort made to try to
figure out how to bust through that impulse.
I think that much of the targeting that I run into is prototyping of
various kinds. One of the things that they are trying to figure out is
how to bust through that impulse in women to do what is pro-human.
Horton: Absolutely, and I think that you are completely on the
money there. Also, another aspect that I discovered is that once women
really get angry because they feel that their child is being attacked, they
just won’t stop. They just keep going, and they won’t be intimidated.
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Fitts: They are a force of nature.
As I listen to this, I remember when I started to deal with this in the late
1990’s, I thought, “Why in the world are these folks spending so much?”
They spent $45 million when, on day one, it would have been relatively
cheap to just kill me. What I could never figure out is: Why are they
spending so much time and money doing this when they could just kill
me?
I’ve done plenty of study of the economics of harassment and torture,
and one of the things that I’ve discovered is that it is very dangerous for
them to kill everybody. It’s much more effective for control to run large,
low-grade operations because it’s a job program as well.
They are remarkably reticent to start killing everybody in a way which
becomes obvious. You’re trying to sneak up on the herd. You don’t want
the herd to figure out what is going on and turn on you.
Horton: Absolutely, and I think that the stampede of the herd is their
biggest fear.
There are also other components and for some victims, it is very clear.
Depending on how VIP you are – and you are very VIP, Catherine; you
are known globally – if they killed you, there are so many people who
like and appreciate you that they would do something called ‘activation’
in systems analysis. They would activate people who would then start
going up against them who would otherwise remain passive.
Depending on how liked and VIP you are – and you are extremely liked
and extremely VIP – they can activate a mini army by a move like that.
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Fitts: I also believe that if I were to be assassinated, then my intelligent
spirit could be everywhere and I would get far more leverage. I’m a Christian,
so I have a Christian philosophy, but I absolutely believe that our intelligence
does not die.
Horton: In systems analysis that is also true. That is one thing that I want
to say to all of you who may be thinking about starting up their own little
YouTube channel: Please do. You will reach as many people as your local
newspaper before the end of the month. Somebody like you. I heard about
you when I started investigating finance, and every second link lead to a
report by you or an interview with you.
This means that in terms of the network, you are super-known. There are
millions of people who know you and follow you, and you just don’t know
about it because most of the interviews on the internet that show up on
YouTube have numbers that are falsified.
I discovered by using other means that the average YouTube video that I
post is being falsified by a factor of ten. Some people’s YouTube videos are
being falsified by a factor of one hundred. So, if you have 1,000 views, you
actually have 10,000; If you have 10,000, it is 100,000; maybe you even have
one million views.
That is why they can’t kill certain people; they would have a revolution on
their hands.
Fitts: I think that it is a mixed bag and I also think that they use us.
Sometimes I will get a call to do an interview on ABC, and this has happened
to me many times.
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I will give my spin on ABC, and the next day 20 newspapers are
basically saying the same thing or the Fed Chairman is saying the same
thing.
It could be synchronicity, but I don’t think so. Sometimes I think that I
am writing their speeches.
Horton: We have to remember that at the core, the people who have
devised and are running this are a group of ‘pathetic little men’. Most
of the time they are clueless. The more their situation will burn in their
hands, the more that they are looking for ways out.
Fitts: I hate to say this because I’ve been inside, but there are a large
number of talented people inside. They are as much prisoners of the
system as everybody else. That is why I keep saying, “Who is really
running this?” I believe that is why transparency is so important. You
have millions of people who are tiny cogs in the wheel, but the day that
they can suddenly see, they say, “Oh, I just helped steal $50 trillion. I
want a bigger bonus.”
I’m always hopeful. I litigated with the Federal government for ten
years, and I can’t tell you how many honest government officials
refused to go along. That saved my life – at great cost to themselves
and some of them lost their jobs.
Horton: The good news to them is that, in terms of this transition,
in the 1990’s you were at the bottom edge of this S-curve and it is an
S-curve. Every transition is almost the phase transition in magnetism in
physics. It’s very well-modeled.
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There is a very slow turn on curve, and there is a very rapid transition
when the system flips – like a magnet can flip polarization – and then
there is a slower tail-off as things settle down.
In the 1990’s, that was still the turn-on curve. I think the turn-on curve
started in the 1960’s and 1970’s when the first whistleblowers were
coming out and people started reporting about this crime cartel. A lot
of VIP people started putting out what their plans were.
It’s a decade-long turn-on, but if the turn-on is that long, it doesn’t
mean that the transition is that long. In fact, it doesn’t imply that
because the transition can be as short as a year.
Fitts: One of the reasons I wanted to do this discussion with you
now is because I think that we are coming into a major change in the
organization of governance on the planet, and certainly in the US
government. I think that when you look at what is happening and what
is going to happen, you need to understand that this network is in place
and can have a very dramatic impact on the way that things go down.
If I am right, you need to know that it exists, and you need to be able
to protect yourself from it. So, I really appreciate your coming on at
this time. As soon as we do the privatization Solari Report, I am going
to encourage you to listen and see if we can’t start to integrate our view
of what is happening economically with what you are seeing from the
networks of people being targeted. I think that is part of getting to the
point where we are really powerful with doing something about this.
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Horton: Today is explaining what the situation is, but the big goal
will be to figure out how to shape the transition such that it benefits us
and not them.
Fitts: Exactly, and this has been unbelievably productive. Would you
remind everybody where to find your websites and your show?
Horton: My website is Stop007.org. That is my personal website with
an abundance of information about court cases, and the equipment list
can also be found there.
Then my second site is the investigative team, which is
JointInvestigation.org. That is running the entire criminal investigation
into these crimes, and we are trying to prepare court cases.
My show is called Global Crime Fighters, and it was just launched. It is a
follow-up from the previous show that my team had, Techno Crime
Fighters Forum. It was a weekly show, and it ran for 71 episodes. Some
of my colleagues moved onto other projects, but I was determined to
continue it. So, I launched this new show three weeks ago, Global Crime
Fighters. I’m live on YouTube every week at midday East Coast time. In
Europe, that is 5:00 p.m. in the UK, and 6:00 p.m. in Central European
time.
Fitts: Here is the other thing: You are available for consultations. If
someone is dealing with these kinds of problems, they can access you?
Horton: Absolutely. The only thing that they need to do is send me
an email on Contact@Stop007.org.
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I am free to help them and advise them with their personal situation
and what sort of equipment to use and what is generally going on. I
can give quantities of detailed background and information.
Fitts: You accept donations on your website as well?
Horton: Unfortunately, PayPal ‘kicked me out’ without warning, and
they told me that they don’t want to do business with me anymore. I’ve
resettled now to TransferWise. Actually, I recommend it for all
Americans because if you use TransferWise, you can circumvent the
$25 to $30 bank charges that you are charged for every bank transfer.
So, people can donate to me to a TransferWise account, and that is all
going towards the investigation, and buying equipment, and making the
measurements better and better.
https://stop007.org/home/global-crime-fighters/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTqEXdGACJWfkaZgHm2akzE9xnydxEZ_v
https://stop007.org/home/consulting/
https://stop007.org/home/invest-in-progress-now/

Fitts: I am a supporter, and I would encourage other people, too.
Sometimes people don’t want to make donations directly, so I will
certainly offer to those who want to make a donation but don’t want to
do it directly to send it to Solari, and we will transfer it on.
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Dr. Horton, this has been amazing and we are in ‘cahoots’. It is
certainly a very interesting world. Who would have ever thought that
your particle physics background would help you be a leader in what, I
think, is one of the most important problems that we face, which is:
How do we maintain individual sovereignty in the face of digital
technology and how it can be applied?
I think that we have an abundance of work to do, and I look forward
to doing it with you.
Horton: Thank you, Catherine, and thank you to your audience for
listening to all of this. It’s heavy going, but I always say that it is the
biggest challenge that humanity has faced. If we get this right, our
world will be much better than it has ever been before.
Fitts: I agree and have a wonderful day.
Horton: Thank you.
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MODIFICATION
Transcripts are not always verbatim. Modifications are sometimes made to
improve clarity, usefulness and readability, while staying true to the original
intent.
DISCLAIMER
Nothing on The Solari Report should be taken as individual investment
advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for his or her personal financial
situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as
much information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can
take into account all relevant circumstances, objectives, and risks before
rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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